Message from ASSE Global Region Vice President ... 

Congratulations to Nigeria Chapter ..... 

Greetings !!!

In the recent restructuring of ASSE, Nigeria Chapter has become part of the ASSE Global Region. Global Chapters & Sections of ASSE make-up the Global Region, which consists of Andhra Pradesh Chapter, Egypt Chapter, Ecuador Section, India Chapter, Kuwait Chapter, Maharashtra Chapter, Mexico Section, Middle East Chapter, Nigeria Chapter, Philippines chapter, Telangana Chapter and UAE Chapter.

I recall my presence at ASSE Board of Directors meeting at Orlando, USA during the year June 2007, where in the ASSE Board has approved the charter of Nigeria Chapter. Since then, the Nigeria chapter has been promoting the Health, safety and environmental concepts in different geographical areas in Nigeria. With the same enthusiasm, ASSE Nigeria Chapter for holding its 3rd Professional Development Conference with a theme of “Safety Advocacy and Conformance for a sustainable Society’ during March 16-18, 2016. I understand from the conference program that there are excellent topics focusing on the theme of the conference and it is a great opportunity for HSE professionals in the region to learn from this conference.

As per International Labor Organization, an estimated 2.3 million people die annually due to work related accidents and diseases. There is a huge necessity for professional organizations like ASSE to advocate for improvement of work place health and safety practices. This conference will further support in improving HSE practices in Nigeria, which is a fastest growing economy. I congratulate the ASSE Nigeria Chapter and looking forward to take part in this conference.

With best wishes,

Date : 12th February 2016

(Ashok Garlapati, CSP, OEP, CMIOSH)
ASSE Global Region Vice President
(Linked-in Profile)